
Hedge End Carnival Hunt 2022

We are so delighted that you have taken up the Hedge End Carnival Hunt challenge for 2022. Each of 
the clues have a grid reference to help you and the answer for each one is a letter. The map is on the 
back of this page. Use the letters to form a word. Take the completed word back to Prime for a prize. 
The clues can be completed in any order. This competition runs from 25th June to 3rd July. Good 
Luck!!  

Clue Grid 

Reference

Letter 

Every year we join to sing, at the strike of eleven the bells do ring
On the gate three flowers you will see, second letter the clue for you and me B6

Before email, TikTok, internet and phone, we had to call here to send a note 
home D3

The nut of an Oak tree down the road, what they take care of is your code 
(second letter) F2

Pages and pages for us to see, find your answer in front of me 
D3

Are you board yet? It could be better. 48 backwards to find your letter
H1

A slice of a circle is great to eat, tasty toppings and a base of dough. 33 years 
turning up the heat, the letter after M is where you’ll go. D3

No ice cream anywhere but don’t despair. A popular flavour looking after your 
hair. (third letter) D5

To get your cash just enter your PIN, look real careful and you will win
D3

Healthy exercise is good, and all for free. What colour is there, can you see 
(third letter) C5

Beautiful daffodils, yellow and bright. Look through my window and you’ll be 
right. E2

In 1961 my gardens began, my husband remembered me. Please take a walk 
around, my first initial you will see B4

Answer 






